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Made in Galiza and FM_mamás

The video-action Made in Galiza is articulated in the framing of 
suspicion. By whipping himself with an octopus on his back, with Made in 
Galiza written on it, he is questioning certain aspects of the identity 
construction. Through the rite of flagellation elements belonging to the 
Galician identity came into the speech, referring to a construction of 
commercial order. Therefore, the body with the denomination Made in is 
read as a merchandise for consumerism, and the idea of identity 
belonging is positioned on the economic interchange relationships. The 
election of the octopus as fustigating element establish a clear 
relationship with the animal, that is no longer such but a product for 
consuming, with the Galician identity related to the capitalization of 
the local gastronomy. From the local identity atmosphere, once the 
elements which integrate its latency are exposed, the only thing left is 
showing the last part of its integrity, which is its exploitation as a 
good for consume. Knowing this, the only possibility the artist has is 
to repeat that infinite and non-sense self-flogging rite.  

FM_mamás shares, in some way, the previous position due to their 
implication in the same collective project called Elgatoconmocas. This 
work is formed by two videos showing their authors being suckled by 
their respective mothers. From the iconographic approaching of christian 
order, which is formally close to Bill Viola´s representations of The 
Passion, FM_mamás draw an estrangement in the idealized atmosphere of 
the mother-child relationships. The rupture with the traditional image 
of maternity, with spiritual connotations where the traces of carnality 
have been omitted, is articulated to give way to an image which, without 
renouncing to the beauty form, brings in certain elements which disturb 
our naturalized (and apparently innocent) idea of this matter which the 
history of art has dealt with in a profuse manner. It is about, 
ultimately, outraging the traditional representation of maternity, which 
aesthetic keys are present on this work.  


